The Relationship of Arterial Wall Enhancement Ratio on MRI with the Degree of Inflammation in a Rabbit Aneurysm Model: A Pilot Study.
To identify the relationship between enhancement ratio (ER) of aneurysm walls and degrees of inflammation. Twenty-five white rabbits were used in this study; all underwent surgery to isolate the right common carotid artery (RCCA). Twenty rabbits underwent an aneurysm creation procedure, and 5 underwent a control procedure. In the aneurysm creation procedure, there was surgical exposure of the origin of RCCA and temporary occlusion with an aneurysm clip. The distal RCCA was ligated, and the trapped segment was infused with elastase for 20 minutes, after which the clip was removed. In the control procedure, the trapped segment was infused with saline. High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging was performed at weeks 2, 3, 4, and 5 after the procedure, and wall ER was calculated. After MRI, aneurysms were harvested and stained with hematoxylin-eosin. Pearson correlation analysis and scatter plots were used to evaluate the relationship between wall ER and the degree of inflammation. The relationships between the wall ER, the number of inflammatory cells and time were analyzed by linear graphs. Wall ER positively correlated with inflammatory cell count of the aneurysm wall (r = 0.877, p < 0.001). The relationships between wall ER, the number of inflammatory cells, and time increased and then decreased according linear graphs. In this study, the aneurysm wall ER was confirmed to be associated with the degree of inflammation on the rabbit aneurysm model.